What is this all about ?
In summer 2010 some long-time Heat contributors noticed that
soon their beloved sim would have been released 10 years ago
already... sigh... and that this maybe should be worth a
celebration. 10 years would be about 150 years in software
making, and there's only pretty few games reaching such an age
and still have a community behind.
Blaxman was first to voice the idea of celebrating that
anniversary, and being a man of putting things to motion, he
initiated the "Heat Festival" online racing weekend and
published reminiscence videos on his BlaxmanYoutube
Channel.
That made us recall the old idea of having an NHeat ezine, that
had surfaced in the hot ModSquad forum discussion after
Magnus Tellbom's infamous article in that 2007 issue of
Autosimsport ezine about NHeat's supposed decline. That NHeat
ezine had never made it past a draft cover - but we thought it
would be nice to take up the idea and create a single issue for
NHeat's 10th anniversary celebration.
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The story so far
Ancestors...
PONG

Grand Prix 2 (left) already offered adjustable garage options, but it's physics lacked dynamic. Grand Prix Legends (right)
had all dynamics you could wish for. Perhaps even a little too much - not few people considered it's cars too hard to drive.
Others drive up to today

Sportscar GT
Zuse Z3 computer. You'd have a hard time to find out how to
do any gaming with that machine
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A somewhat awkward childhood

An ambitious youth

Cayuga by Splashman in 2003. Splashman can probably be considered the most productive
oval track contributor for Heat and was another pioneer

Mugello by Lucky in 2003. Lucky has added more than 40 tracks to Heat in 2002-2004

Settling down

Lemans for Heat by TheMask,
released in 2004

The next generation

Formula Renault 2000 (above) and
WGTC (right) mods by RJR

NASCAR Heat Essentials Package: the game engine for
free to run any kind of mods. Comes along with ModLauncher
Nordschleife for NASCAR Heat by TheMask - this track violates more than just one of Heat's game engine limits

The next generation

Team Westside's Nextel mods have been popular up to date
mods in oval racing

Interlagos Wet by Blaxman, based on TheMask's Interlags
track release

TheMask developed several tools for editing and configuring
Heat. like the WinrestoolsWizard

The big bang

Second page of Magnus Tellbom's Heat obituary in Autosimsport in 2007. He later on justified it on his site's
readme that it had in no way called Heat being a dead sim. That readme and the ASS article can still be found at
www.scoreracing.de

Life goes on, as does Heat

Blaxman's Platinum G2 mod platform. He has added an
amazing number and variety of mods to this platform since it's
release. Including IRL cars, COT, Brazilian Stockcars, Daytona
Prototypes, ,...

Heatfinder Webtool by Dusterlag, released in 2008

Grand Valley East for Heat by Smoke, released in
2010

Shelby Can-Am mod by
Speedsims. Like SCGTS,
another mod with a fully
redesigned User Interface.

BOWTIE
„The beta program could have
been a little more organized“
Bowtie has been beta tester for the original game and
was the #1 driver at IRF in Heat's early days

Well, actually, the other testers were a couple months ahead
of me, so I came in on Beta3. That's the version of the game
I have on disc. I raced some races with them.....in my
opinion, the beta program could have been a little more
organized...but, as you probably already know, there were
changes being made at that time...
Do you know of any other person from the development
team who raced online after the game was out (like you
did, for example)?

Nope...Dan was the only guy I was in contact with after the
release.
Actually, without going into it very far, Dan left Hasbro just
as the Monster games/MGI 'takeover' and went to work for
another developer...he still races N2K3...I ran into him a
few times on a couple different sites.
What do you think on how long the game is 'on the
road'? Did you expect it would last that long?

I knew HEAT was going to be around for a while. But the
division came with Nascar 4 being released. All of a sudden
it was either 'us' or 'them'....I was into trying to edit
3dobjects for HEAT at the time, and trying to avoid the
conflict .......it's good to see all of the stuff you guys have
done to keep the sim running!
After the game was released where did you do your
online racing?

How did you become a beta tester for the original
game? Did you know someone in the development
team?

I met Dan McJilton (dmac43) while racing Nascar 3 online.
I painted some cars, haulers and things for him. He told me
that he was part of a development team for Hasbro and they
were working on a new 'revolutionary' racing sim. I asked if
I could help....he said yes.
As a beta tester, did you have specific tasks or they just
let you play it .... randomically?

I raced mainly on IRF. I held the #1 points spot for a long
time...LOL...until Rusty_T_Bass finally knocked me
off....remember him? I also had a great time racing against
Miss_Winston, but could never out run her!
I raced in a couple different leagues, but they didn't last
very long.
What was your most memorable race online?

For the most memorable race....well, that would be hard to
decide because I was HOOKED! I hosted most of the races
I was in on IRF and they were all great!

What is your favorite track?

I think Texas was, and still is my favorite mile and a half
track. I like flat tracks mainly, though. New Hampshire,
Phoenix and Martinsville were my strong points....
What did take you to record that awesome lap guitar
version of Nascar HEAT Theme on the Heat festival
video? The original tune is really nice but your version
is fantastic!

hehe....I recorded the HEAT song with my default computer
mic and my 1976 Fender acoustic guitar. I was recovering
from surgery and radiation therapy then.....couldn't do much
else...hehe

Raybee
„Things will get better the
longer you spend on them“
Raybee is one of The Mod Squad's founders and
maintainers. He's author of several Heat mods and been
consultant and tester on even more.

He had helped me to get started, and I had helped him to
test, when it appeared no one else would step up and help
him. So I volunteered, and Pro Street Heat was born.

When did you first get into Nascar Heat?

It was right around the same time it came out back in 2000.
I had bought both NASCAR 4 from Papyrus and NASCAR
Heat at the same time. I had been playing NASCAR 3 from
Papyrus at the time, and figured NASCAR 4 would be even
better. Boy, was I wrong. I found that I actually liked Heat
better than any of the other Papyrus games I had played....
so I stuck with Heat. I still love it to this day.
What game was your first sim that you raced ?

NASCAR 2 by Papyrus, then I moved to NASCAR 1999
and NASCAR 3, then I tried NASCAR 4 and finally went
to Heat and have stayed here since, although I did venture
out and do some things with some NR2003 track makers.
What are some of your most memorabilia races?

I ran a full 200 lap race at Caraway in Heat with a 24 car
field and my own AI setup. There were some good battles
with lap cars, but the final top 5 were all on the lead lap,
and I won by only 1.2 seconds. Long race, but very
enjoyable pulling out the win.
What are your favorite tracks?

Short tracks. I'm into any of the smaller tracks, but my
favorites are some of the local tracks near me, like
Bowman Gray, Caraway, Ace and North Wilkesboro.
How did you get started in modding?

I actually started modding when I got together with
Publicnme01 and the Pro Street Heat mod came to light.

What was your first creation in Nascar Heat?

That would probably be the mod Sofa747 and myself made,
when we made the VW Heat mod together, with some great
help from Punko of Team Players on teaching us about
working tailights and working interiors. The first full blown
mod I made with screens and all would be the Weekly
Racing Series (WRS) mod.

What is it that keeps you motivated to mod?

I tend to jump around a lot, so I don't ever get burnt out on
one thing... but if I had to choose one thing, I would have to
say that I am motivated to be creative, so that is what helps
keep me going.
Where do you get all your inspiration from?

I'm mostly inspired by creativity and wanting to see things I
like in this game. Mauro (Blaxman) has really stepped up a
lot lately and made some enjoyable mods that we know

RAYBEE
folks have wanted to play in Heat. So I am glad we have
someone like him to pick up where some of us old-timers
of Heat have left off.
What have you enjoyed working on the most?

Actually, I've really enjoyed working on anything I've been
a part of. I used to really enjoy helping Splashman on his
tracks that he made, especially the short tracks, since those
are my favorites.
When will you be releasing your Modified Mod?

That is hard to say. I don't have the time to work on stuff
that I used to have, and haven't actually messed with the
modifieds in several months now. Maybe one of these days
everyone will get to play it.
Is there any advice you’d like to give to people learning
to mod/track making?

What do you see in the future for The Mod Squad?
When did you open the doors to The Mod Squad?

I believe that was sometime around 2004. We had a private
forum before that, and it was mostly for modders and track
makers to have a private place to talk without all the
distractions like "when's it coming out?" or "can you make
this mod or track?" type stuff.
Can you gives us some history of The Mod Squad?

Sometime around 2004, a few of us who were a part of a
private forum decided to open up a public forum and
website. Those involved in opening The Mod Squad were
Tazmaniac, Sofa747, TheMask, Splashman and myself.
We had some good success and have kept growing. A few
of those guys have left for real life things going on, but
we've expanded to add TWChad as our webmaster and
Blaxman and FFSBudman as moderators for the site. We
hope to keep on keeping on in the future.

While our heart lies with Heat, of course, eventually we'd
like to see something come along that we could support to
add into the site as another option for our friends. We
opened up sections of the forums for both Viper Racing
and NR2003, and they've had some topics and folks come
in from those games, but not nearly enough to say we've
had success with those games. I messed around with
helping to make some NR2003 tracks with some old
friends that are now playing NR2003, but the politics
within that whole community just turned me off from it all,
and I left it and came back to Heat. This is where my
friends are, and where we have a really good community
without all the politics now.

Patience and practice. Take things slow, and learn as you
go. You will find out that rushing through something just
to "get it out there" will result in a half-done creation. So
take your time, learn from your mistakes, and do the best
you can. Things will get better the longer you spend on
them.
Is there anyone you would like to thank for getting you
into modding, and teaching you the ways?

Lots of folks to thank over the years. I'd probably start
with Publicnme01, John Hughes, Tyler Brunkhorst,
Sofa747, Splashman, Tazmaniac, Punko, DRT_54,
TWChad, Blaxman and the list goes on and on. All those
guys really got me going, and have provided help, tools,
advice...etc.
What are your plans for in the future projects?

I still have some tricks up my sleeve. I don't want to give
away too much, but Blaxman and I have some stuff going
on that are long-term projects that involves some oldschool NASCAR stuff and new NASCAR stuff both.

NR2k3 mod by Raybee, Tazmaniac & Splashman

SMOKE
„Lucky made me promise that I
would do at least more than
just 1 track“
Today Smoke is Heat's main RC track author, with a
score of close to 30 track releases over the years. His
most recent release is Grand Valley East
When did you first get into Nascar Heat?

In late 2000, not long after it came out. Bought it on a
whim to take a quick look at what Papyrus competitors
were offering, I had currently been racing GPL for a few
years at the time. Liked the feel of Heat, found IRF, joined
Lucky's League, and still here today, on an extended "quick
look". ;D

with David Harrison who runs Blackhole
Motorsports. David was fast and consistent, was
always picking his brain for tips. As somewhat of
newbie there I joined a vroc online race and was
amazed to find all the GPL biggies there, I parked
and just watched the race, it was at Spa: David
Noonan, Alison Hine, Doug Arnao, and some of the
Papy boys. Was amazing to watch the consistent laps
they could run in that sim, side by side. For me, just
staying on the track with GPL could be a chore.
I started racing sims, in general, with IndyCar by
Papy back in 93, requiring a 386 DX-25, 4MB ram,
MS-DOS 3.3 or later, VGA, and 15MB disk space. I
still have that box, pulled it to get specs. Bought a
Thrustmaster T1 wheel to go along with that and was
hooked. :) I owned every Papy sim after that.
How did you get started in Track Building?

Have you ever raced Heat online?

For Heat, when purchasing not long after release, I found
IRF and started hanging out there in some pickup races.
Ran into Lucky and signed up for his League running Cup
cars on ovals. I was the only one consistently with Lucky
and all his Leagues from early 2000 through late 2004, I
believe, when Lucky ended his Leagues. I was much more
interested in road courses and that also was Lucky's
interest. League tracks were eventually all roadies. We ran
all different mods over the years: Cup, Trucks, Lemans,
Featherlite, DTM, Ferrari F40, OSRC, Ferrari 333SP, etc.
Speaking of Ferrari F40's, I have a friend who is good
friends with Roland Linder, who has been all over the
world with his full race F40 as a owner/driver. In 2003,
Roland and his club rented the PPIR (Pikes Peak
International Raceway) facility and I was invited along for
the day and some rides with Roland.
What game was your first sim that you raced online?

Online, I think was GPL by Papyrus. I ran a lot over there

I had been in Lucky's Leagues for almost 3 years, and
we had become close friends. He was cranking out
new tracks all the time, I matter of factly asked how
he could possibly build those tracks. I had no clue
how that could be done, never involved in any
modeling prior. Lucky asked how serious I was, was
it just a casual interest or actually building tracks. I
indicated I had a real interest, he made me promise if
he developed tutorials that I would do at least more
than just 1 track. I remember that phone
conversation, I agreed, and that is how his track
making tutorials were developed. He spent a huge
amount of time doing those with detailed doc and
supporting screenshots in the Fall of 2003.
What was your first creation in Nascar Heat?

Buenos Aires, a GP500 conversion. At the time there
were 2 tracks left from GP500 that had not been
converted to Heat, Buenos Aires and Phillip Island.
Lucky had done the initial steps on those 2 tracks,
and gave me Buenos Aires, and Phillip Island to

SMOKE
Rick, another close friend. For people that have been around
for awhile remember "rickb99", another great contributor to
Heat and all around great guy. It ended up Rick was tied up
on other things and didn't have time to look at that. I got the
Buenos 3DS and tutorials from Lucky, started playing
around, and released it in Dec 2003. Started looking around
for another track to do, and been playing ever since. ;)
What is it that keeps you motivated to create tracks?

Good question, not really sure, possibly some sort of
addiction I guess. :) There is some real satisfaction in taking
a track that is totally foreign to Heat, going through the time
consuming process of getting it ingame, making
additions/changes/etc to try to improve it, and then seeing a
final product as a result in the sim. Every track seems to
have something different, some new issue or challenge, and
working through that to a releasable version is the
motivation.
What are your favorite tracks?

Birmingham is at the top. ;D I like the layout of that track,
the flow, the elevation changes, and blind turns. Just feels
right. That was also my first track with the skydome, no
penalty traps, rougher/slicker grass, and deep/sticky sand
for more realism. I felt that was a real step forward for a
Heat track.

Birmingham track for Heat in 3D editing topview.

Others are Zolder2, SanMarino2, Mo_I_Rana, Pace Park.
What have you enjoyed working on the most?

Probably a couple of the older tracks where I got to work
with drivers of those tracks.
Riverside with Rick "rickb99". Rick requested this track
and wanted all 3 layouts, CanAm, Club, and the Nascar
layouts. He knew how he wanted it done, and we had
countless discussions and changes until it was how he
wanted. The Club and Nascar sections were scratch built
and integrating those sections into the original version were
time consuming. I don't know how many versions I had on

Birmingham track for Heat in cockpit view. Screenshot on the right shows Smoke's innovative skydome feature, that gives
that amazing feeling of running under a moving clouds

SMOKE
that corner at the top of the hill where the fork to the Club
section intersects, but getting that right and the way Rick
wanted it to feel, were more than I can recall. :)
Blackhawk Farms: I believe this is not a very popular track
given the way the Cheater Traps were done. That track,
Traps, etc were all done to spec for Keith Carter and Dave
Hopple for their Heat F2000 Mod League. They are the
SCCA Formula Continental guys over at apexspeed.com
and used Heat in their off season, Blackhawk Farms being
their home track. I mistakenly asked if they had any picture
details of the track and they sent me hundreds of photos,
incar videos, realtime race data, satellite imagery, etc. I
knew this would not be a normal project when receiving
that package. :) That track was basically totally rebuilt, they
would re-test and provide huge lists of changes wanted,
down to them debating if a corner should have a half degree
more or less banking to it. When completed, I told them I
would never work with them again on a track. ;) Couple of
great guys, we had a blast with that one.

by these days.
Oleg: when I got further into track making and had a
difficult issue, he always took the time to understand the
details and answer a question in detail, not just a solution
but the supporting framework behind it. Oleg had an
amazing grasp of everything related to the Heat internals,
not just the track side of it. I never was able to follow all the
information he provided, but always enough to get me
through the current issue.

What are your plans for in the future projects?

Not sure, I just kind of wing it. When completing a track I
look at what other ones I might have started or look around
for another project. I like to look for flow in a road course, I
like a good flow to one.

Is there any advice you’d like to give to people learning
to create tracks?

Go through all the tutorials available and allocate a lot of
time!
Is there anyone you would like to thank for getting you
into track building, and teaching you the ways?

Obviously, Lucky! He developed the tutorials for me and
always made time to answer any questions when I was
starting out. Ended up when one of us called over the years,
we talked about everything except track making, just have
no words for the friendship that developed there.
Rickb99, he did many of the menus, track testing, feedback,
etc, and track release announcements on many of my earlier
tracks. I had some great league races also with Rick. We
developed a real friendship outside of sim racing, Rick was
always interested in the personal side of things first and is
one of the good guys, that seem harder and harder to come

Another goodie, released by Smoke in 2010: Chatham. At release time, it was one of the last SCGT tracks, that had not
made it to Heat. The screenie gives a good lock at the amazing skydome too

CHOLERIX
„In Heat, I was first merely
stumbling along“
Cholerix is founder of SPEEDSIMS.NET and one of it's
maintainers. He is author several mods and of Heat
Online Modding Tutorial.
When did you start on simracing ?

In 2000 with Sportscar GT by ISI. A friend of mine had
successfully convinced me that some invest in patience and
effort on learning how to drive in SCGT would pay off in a
lot of fun. Even more so if I'd get a wheel for steering. So I
did – and he was right.
How long have you been racing online?

In spring 2003, on good old SPEEDSIMS.COM forum
which was perhaps the most popular simracing community
site at that era, some user by the name of AceKing asked
me if I'd be interested in joining an online racing series at a
site called S.C.O.R.E.. Two weeks later on my first ever
online race was SCGTS ingame GT3 cars at Mallory Park
track .
What are some of your most memorabilia races?

That first race at Mallory Park 2003 for sure, because it was
the first. I well remember an epic battle with Oldnslow
with GroupC at Zandvoort in 2006 for example. 2005 HMC
races at Limerock and Sardian Park was even 5 cars close
fighting full distance up to almost final turn for the win.
What are your favorite tracks?

Oulton Park and Nordschleife for landscape beauty, nasty
blind turns, bumps and great flow
Hungaroring, Sardian Park and Melbourne for having the
best S-turns out there
When did you first get into Nascar Heat?

I was member at S.C.O.R.E. online racing site when it's
maintainer Magnus Tellbom was checking what sim to run
in 2004. We did some Heat test races with DTM94 mod.
Heat's online code proved to be far superior to what
S.C.O.R.E. had been used to in 2003, so S.C.O.R.E.
moved over. Me included. But I was first skeptical about
the sim. There was rather few mods available for Heat that
looked interesting for running an online RC series.
Additionally it was a problem to get a copy of Heat at all,
as it had never been published for PC in Europe.

trying to convert a „Ford“ from SCGT, but found out that
the model was just a rather badly tweaked Porsche, that
only very remotely resembled the real Ford. Trying to
improve that one into something more Ford turned out to be
extremely frustrating, so I gave up, and started new from
scratch. Was considerable more fun.

That first DTM races showed that Heat's physics engine
obviously was way more sim than SCGT had ever been, so
most of us had to learn how to properly setup a car for a
race. With SCGT, this had been rather easy. With Heat, I
was merely stumbling along first.
How did you get started in modding?

I wanted to run some really fast sportscars in the game. The
only such mods available for Heat at that time was
Lemans2 and GTP, but both in my opinion were out of date.
We even had to cancel a Lemans2 series in 2004 when the
cars proved to be too unbalanced for online competition.
When Magnus started working on the STCC mod in 2004, I
realized that modding might be no rocket science and
might be the way to go to get what cars I wanted to run in
Heat, and that was Group C cars. Initially I had planned
only to convert cars from SCGT to Heat, since I lacked any
3D modeling skills. I ended up with modeling all cars from
scratch. And it became even „worse“ when I realized that
doing physics wasn't just about putting in some numbers,
but about understanding the game's physics engine.
What was your first creation in Nascar Heat?

My first ever creation was some car paints for the DTM94
mod in 2004. My first scratch-made 3D model was the
GroupC mod's Ford Probe in the same year. I had started on

Progress at work: while Cholerix' first 3D model (top) was
rather low-poly, on follow-up cars detail depth was notably
increased

CHOLERIX
What have you enjoyed working on the most?

The GroupC Porsche was the first car ever where I had a
strong feeling about having got the 3D modeling right, and
its been one of my alltime favorites too. So even though I
guess all the SCGTS and Shelby mod car modeling was
much superior, watching the Porsche 962 model come to its
virtual existence was an unique experience.
What keeps you motivated to mod?

The creative part of modding – 3D editing and car painting is plain fun to me if its about cars that I love. Apart from
cockpits, that is. Making cockpits usually is the part I really
struggle with and that I have to kick myself to get on the
task. Usually publishing some early WIP screenies and the
resulting feedback keeps the motivation going even on the
less fun parts of making a mod – which is apart from
cockpits all the testing and getting countless tiny details
right.

Magnus Tellbom's idea, just as it was him who got me the
idea to do car paints or try to do some modding. It was even
his idea to have a modding tutorial, though he had never
published his findings on Heat AI. The Shelby mod was
Burnout's idea; doing race event banners has been common
practice at other places already before I did the first myself
What are your plans for in the future projects?

First aim is to finish the SCGTS GT1 cars. 2nd is learn how
to put tracks to Heat, and while doing so, get to understand
the process, to extend the modding tutorial to track making.
But that will probably take a little longer...

Sportscar GT mod by Cholerix: The mod was first ever to
have a completely redesigned User Interface. It was intended
to resemble the Sportscar GT game by ISI, Cholerix had to
make use of every editing trick Heat game engine allows for
to get it done

patient consultant on Heat physics when I did GroupC
mod. Oleg and later on Sucahyo for opening my eyes to dig
deeper into Heat's game engine. 2fnlow and Blaxman for
great ideas how to work around some of Heat's limitations.
Ron Jones for having given great constructive feedback
especially on SCGTS physics that made me revise my
understanding of how Heat's physics work.
Sportscar GTS GT1 cars preview screenshot - according to
these model's author we'll see them enter Heat next
Is there any advice you’d like to give to people learning
to mod?
Porsche 911 GT2 cockpit in Sportscar GT mod - quite
detailed work by Cholerix, who claims to hate making
cockpits
Where do you get your inspiration from?

Actually I'm more a technical guy, much less the creative,
inspired type. Doing race reports for example was first

Don't let the 3D modeling scare you off. It needs some time
to get used to working in 3D, but it's worth it. Modding ain't
rocket science. It just requires patience. A lot of.
Is there anyone you would like to thank for getting you
into modding, and teaching you the ways?

Definitely ! Punko from Team Players for having been a

As of right now I'm starting to pester Smoke to get into
track making, I'll already thank him for being a patient tutor
in the coming time ;))
Can you give us some history of Speedsims?

In 2003 I had put up some result pages for S.C.O.R.E. races
Magnus had missed. When he later on dropped from his
own series in second half, I took over maintenance and
publishing results at my private place CHOLERIX.NET

CHOLERIX
In some kind of partnership in 2004 I provided race reports
for S.C.O.R.E.'s Heat DTM series. For easier publishing, I
hosted these reports again at CHOLERIX.NET. It only
became a site on its own when in 2004 I started a series
with Lemans2 mod and used the site to maintain it.
I extended the site to become SPEEDSIMS.NET on the
release of GroupC mod. From there on, the site wasn't just
a S.C.O.R.E. spinoff anymore, but rather some co-existing
partner site, that was making use of the same (S.C.O.R.E.)
forum. We shared the same audience anyway, so both sites
did profited from that partnership
In 2007 S.C.O.R.E. turned first entirely LFS/rF and later on
shipwrecked on the attempt to become bigger, so with the
SCGTS mod just been released, I could either have
accepted to have done all the work for naught or try making
SPEEDSIMS.NET the new main Heat RC place, with

SCGTS mod being the starting point. At the aftermath of
Magnus' dubious AUTOSIMSPORT article about Heat's
supposed death, probably not the best condition to start
with.
But it worked out much better than I had dared to hope. In
comparison to 2006/7, we soon had increasing average
numbers in almost every series that was maintained via
SPEEDSIMS.NET site. My buddy DaveO joined in running
the place in 2009 after racing with us since end of 2007, so
now we can both focus on modding and running online
series at the same time.

Everybody who's interested to setup and maintain a racing
series or distribute his mod/track is welcome to do so at
SPEEDSIMS; only prerequisite is some at least basic
quality. People that come here to race should associate some
certain quality with the "brand"
SPEEDSIMS' main topic is and will stay NASCAR Heat
RC mods and online racing, but we're open to other sims as
well, just as we already have run the occasional LFS series
in recent years.

What do you see in the future for Speedsims?

I'd like SPEEDSIMS to stay a friendly niche simracing
community place, that offers a good point to start into
simracing and perhaps stay. And a wellknown distribution
place for nice Heat tracks and mods, not just our own.

Cholerix' most recent release: Shelby Can-Am mod. Reality check: real life race action (left) vs mod screenshot (right), showing the same #10 car in the game.
The mod physics have been tested and approved by the real car's drivers

BLAXMAN
„We didnt care for standards,
we just tried whatever crossed
our minds!“
Blaxman is one of THE MOD SQUAD's maintainers and
author of both RC and Oval mods. He not the least
created the G2 Platinum mod platform to ease up the
publishing of mods

My first creation released to the public was a single file. It
was a drivers.stp file (the one who has the drivers mugshots
in it) released at Black Hole Motorsport on March of 2005.
But my first significant release was the Texviewer-BX,
mod/tool useful to see the .tex files Heat uses (which
remains undecoded till now, that's the only way to visualize
these kind in Heat files).

season. The COT Platinum mod put the concept one step
further, and got "submods" such like Nationwide and ARCA

Can you tell us what's the story behind the G2 Platinum
mod platform ?

The new G2 structure now allows new mods to be released
without the need of doing a full UI and working on many
other resource files conventional mods use. Common
components are available in the base files while the addons
simply need to carry on whats to provide their own unique
characterics - tire models, textures, spotter and engine sfx,
etc. This structure shortened the development times for
mods from months to mere weeks.

How long have you been racing online?

I started to think on a non-standard type of mod by the
middle of 2006, right after I released the first version of the
Stock Car Brasil mod, which is my only "almost"
conventional-type mod. I was bugged by the amount of
features Mod Laucher-2 offers, and so got the idea of trying
to make some use of these awesome features on my future
projects

Curiously, I got into racing online just one year ago (will
complete one year at October 17). The sim was Nascar
Heat. Grand-Am mod (for Platinum G2) a special event
held at SPEEDSIMS.NET.

With the COT Advanced mod the carset swapper feature
was used for the first time in order to transform the mod
from winged COT's to spoiler cars Nascar used on 2007

When did you first get into Nascar Heat?

Back in 2004, when a friend of mine gave me the CD of an
"old Nascar game" he had laying useless at home. Instantly,
at the first play, I became a fan of the game.

How did you get started in modding?

At the end of 2004 I started to get interested for the game
and mod structures. I managed to get all those DOS tools
they used at the time in order to crack mod files open and
rebuild them with my own updated stuff for personal use.
What was your first creation in Nascar Heat?

The COT Platinum proved to be a quite successful concept,
judging by download numbers.I refined it a bit more in
2009, fixing some small issues and turning it into a kind of
"open source" modding platform.

BLAXMAN
What is it that keeps you motivated to mod?

Most of the time is about challenges and pleasure to see
people having fun with something I'm involved with. The
challenge of making something never done before, the
challenge of helping to keep an old sim community alive,
etc......
.
What have you enjoyed working on the most?

It's hard to tell only one. I use to enjoy every second of
anything I do. Working with TheMask in the wet version of
Interlagos was an incredible experience, specially because it
was a work made to be included on my first ever mod. There
was me, a rookie, working together with the "Master of
Heat".... and he was liking my ideas and humbly giving me
full support on everything I asked to be tried!
That was awersome because I found we shared the same
way of trying 'crazy' things. We didnt care for standards, we
just tried whatever crossed our minds! At the end, he beta
tested the mod for me and we released the first wet track
ever made for Heat as a partnership.

Is there anyone you would like to thank for getting you
into modding, and teaching you the ways?

Yes, there's a great group of gentlemen who are responsible
for what I’ve have learned so far and for the fact I'm still
improving my skills on modding:
- Oleg "TheMask" for the inspiration, the awesome
tools, tracks and teaching.
- Goresh for the Z-mod lessons.
- Raybee for the advisory, researching, coaching, beta
testing and everything else he have done for me all this
time. Lucky for granting me the rights of updating his
tracks.
- Smoke for granting me the license of editing his
tracks.
- 2fnlow for providing the base models for my very first
Stock Car Brasil mod (2006).
- Gonk24 and TWChad for providing the models and
templates since the first edition of the COT and

Platinum series mods.
- Sucahyo for the remarkable tracks and tools (made on
demand) for a lot of complicated tasks.
- Cholerix for the various researches and tutorials
- DaveO (Mr. Anonymous) for the partnership, testing,
counseling and other stuff...
What are your plans for in the future projects?

I have a whole lot of plans. The most obvious are the 2011
edition of Cup and NW mods (for G2), the release of the
repaved version of Daytona_SP and a complete set of new
AI lines for the offline racers delight. There's also plans of
creating my own G2 online league, depending on technical
conditions and spare time availability.
There's at least two more mods planned but I'm not sure I'll
be able to release them due other commitments or even
because there licensing process is still pending.

Is there any advice you’d like to give to people learning
to mod?

Oh yeah, get an extra load of patience ! Be patient with the
hundred of trial and error attempts you will face. Be patient
with Heat limitations (dealing with it is a big part of the
fun), be patient with people who not always will like (or
understand) your concepts. Be patient with people who not
always will give you constructive suggestions or opinions.
Most people are not aware on how much work is needed to
put a mod together...... so, it's natural a few of them sound a
little ungrateful sometimes. Take it easy!
Where do you get all your inspiration from?

From lot of things. My desire to see certain cars or racing
series available for Heat, the desire of pushing the game
boundaries, the desire of finding new ways to do things
some believed impossible....etc.

Stockcar Brazil (above) and
GrandAm (left) mods by
Blaxman

